DHL FLEXITANKS
AN INNOVATIVE NON-HAZARDOUS BULK
LIQUID TRANSPORTATION SOLUTION
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DHL Flexitanks

SIMPLIFIED TRANSPORTATION FOR
BULK NON-HAZARDOUS LIQUIDS
DHL Flexitanks consist of a bag in a box that forms a tank in a container. DHL Flexitanks are a multi-layer bladder designed to fit
into a 20 foot standard ocean container, effectively turning it into the equivalent of an ISO Tank container for the transportation of
bulk, non-hazardous liquids. It is an excellent alternative to ISO tanks, IBC totes and drums. By the use of a Flexitank in a 20ft Dry Van
container, the payload increases by 30% in comparison with drums and IBC’s.
DHL Flexitanks offer a safe, streamlined, and more environmentally friendly way of reducing transportation costs for non-hazardous
liquids. DHL’s Flexitank solutions overcome the problems associated with traditional methods of shipping non-hazardous liquids
in large volumes.

KEY FEATURES

YOUR BENEFITS

Multi-layer bladder

Our experienced central dedicated team can identify

that holds up to 24,000 liters and fits into a standard

the correct Flexitank for you

20ft ocean freight container
We have a strong partnership with SGS, the world’s
Safe, streamlined and more environmentally friendly

leading inspection, verification, testing and certification

way of reducing transportation costs for

company on a worldwide basis. SGS provides the

non-hazardous liquids

Flexitank expertise, quality control and Flexitank fitting

First class coverage provided at a minimum of

Minimize freight charges, as you will only pay one-way

$5 million per single Flexitank

international freight cost, since there is no need to return
the Flexitank

Recyclable product that is single use only
Enjoy an all-inclusive service, as DHL offers a complete
Flexitank service, from selling and fitting the Flexitank
to handling end-to-end logistics
Reduce your cleaning costs and ‘GoGreen’
with Flexitanks that can either be disposed or recycled,
eliminating expensive cleaning procedures that harm
the environment

DHL Flexitanks

THE DHL FLEXITANK
SOLUTION
HOW DHL FLEXITANKS WORK
1.

Depending on the region and specific customer needs, we
source Flexitanks from SGS and our leading suppliers
across the globe. We have a strong partnership with SGS
on a worldwide basis. SGS provides the Flexitank
expertise, quality control and Flexitank fitting

2.

A suitable container is selected, and the Flexitank fitted at
a location (your site, a DHL location, or selected DHL
fitting depot at the port) to meet your specific shipping
needs. Cargo is collected from your site and transported
via road or rail to the port of export

3.

The Flexitank-fitted container is shipped to its destination

4.

Customs clearance is obtained at the shipment’s

5.

Cargo is loaded and shipped via road or rail to its

6.

A Flexitank is a single use product. It can be disposed

using our ocean freight services

destination

final destination

or recycled by DHL or ours partners

DHL FLEXITANK STANDARD KIT COMPONENTS
Bulkhead

Valve Support
Plate

Bottom
Loading

Top Loading

Ball Valve

Cardboard
Lining

Flexitank
Bag
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Find out more:
Contact our team at
flexitanks@dhl.com
www.global-forwarding.dhl/flexitanks

